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GREETINGS TO ALL OUR MEMBERSGREETINGS TO ALL OUR MEMBERSGREETINGS TO ALL OUR MEMBERSGREETINGS TO ALL OUR MEMBERS    

The Sabha wishes all Members 
A very Happy and Prosperous 

NEW YEAR 2010NEW YEAR 2010NEW YEAR 2010NEW YEAR 2010    
 
EDITORS   SPEAK: 
  

The Sabha Newsletter is being mailed twice a year – one along with the Ganesh Chaturthi 
programme and the second with the programme of the Family Evening.  Thanks to the interest taken 
by our readers, these issues have come out without any break since 1999. 
 

There have been suggestions that articles from regular writers could be included.  Would it not 
then be like any other magazine or periodical available in the market?  Our intention has been to 
encourage our own members to write.  What they write could be their experiences, what they have 
imbibed from what they have read or studied etc.  To some extent we have succeeded and we thank 
all those who have contributed articles.  Every issue, contains at least one article from a member who 
had not contributed any articles earlier. We are sure the success logged by this Newsletter so far will 
spur many more new persons to contribute articles. 
 

This time the Editors will not give you a pre-view of articles and would like you to enjoy going 
through the Sabha News at your leisure.  We welcome your suggestions to make it a better 
Newsletter. 
 

Wishing you all Happy Reading. 
 

 
HOW HAPPY ARE WE 

THESE DAYS? 
P.B. Athulendranath Shenoy 

 
Nowadays there is more money in the 

hands of our people, be they young or elderly.  
Yet many of them say they lack peace of mind.  
There is more unhappiness because of the 
deterioration in the values of life.  Why have 
we come to this state? 

 
Happiness is a state of mind and 

cannot be bought.  Money can buy medicines, 
but not health; a soft bed, but not sleep; a 
house but not a home.  Happiness needs the 
strong foundation of character, discipline, 
devotion to duty and faith in God.  It needs the 
pillars of honesty, sincerity, transparency and 
above all, contentment.  Its mantra is “Count 
Your Blessings”.  Because of this our 
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ancestors seem to have lived in peace and 
happiness even though they lacked money 
and material comforts. 
 

Earlier our elderly were mostly 
financially dependent on their children. Yet 
they received full respect as the senior 
members of the family. The worldly wisdom 
they had acquired over long years was always 
available at hand.  Nowadays most elderly 
persons are financially independent because 
of pensions.  But we hear of many cases 
where the younger generation keeps away 
from them, not necessarily because of job 
location.  Perhaps the elders’ adherence to 
values and discipline appear to be out of date 
to the younger lot.  As a result the elders are 
side-line and kept out of the decision-making 
process in the family.  It is, of course, 
necessary that the younger people should be 
allowed to live their lives without constant and 
irritating interference.  It is equally important 
not to hurt the dignity and self-respect of the 
elderly. What they need is their inclusion into 
and not isolation from the family; not superficial 
niceties or material gifts, but being treated as 
an essential part of the family. 
 

To a great extent, the type of food  
eaten determines the character of a person.  
Chapter 17 of the Bhagavad Gita explains this.  
Earlier, the family kitchen served healthy and 
tasty food, prepared by mothers and wives or 
sisters with lots of love and devotion for the 
well-being of all the family members.  But 
today the fad is for “eating out” at the slightest 
excuse.  This, coupled with addiction to fizzy 
drinks, junk foods, mobiles, lap-tops, sedentary 
life with little exercise, and stressing oneself to 
have instant success – here one has the ideal 
cock-tail for problems of all types plaguing us. 
 

The elderly often complain that the 
younger lot do not “listen” to them although 
they pretend to “hear”.  What was once a 
“generation gap” now seems to have widened 
to a “generation chasm” with helplessness on 
both sides to stem the rot. What can the 
elderly do in such a situation? They would do 
well to draw a line and remain in their domain, 
retaining their independence, looking after 
each other, helping other family members to 
the extent they can and spending maximum 
time with minimum arguments.  They should 
silently observe every thing but give advice like 
Polonius in Shakespeare’s Hamlet.  “Lend your 
ears, but not your tongue”. Pray for the well-
being of their children and grandchildren.  
These sincere prayers will serve as a 

protective umbrella over the family.  They 
should avoid becoming ‘pressure cookers’ 
because of excessive involvement in the 
domain of the children and grandchildren, 
thereby taking on themselves all stressful 
situations.  Moreover, they should never try to 
ape the modern life-style merely to please their 
children. 
 

The Vanaprastha Aashrama mentioned 
in scriptures should be interpreted in today’s 
context to mean – Remain in your domain, 
share your rich experience willingly with the 
second and third generation whenever 
possible in a constructive manner and not for 
finding faults, look after your spouse, interact 
with other seniors, pursue your cherished 
hobbies, read, write, walk, exercise, visit 
temples, go on tours/pilgrimages, etc. 
 
 Married youngsters of today should 
learn to live happily with their partners despite 
the several pressures at work-place and 
outside.  They should be content with what 
their life offers and ‘count their blessing’.  Only 
then will they lead a positive life and thus able 
to spread happiness to their children, spouses, 
in-laws and friends.  Excessive attachment and 
craving for materialistic things and wealth will 
never give real happiness.  It will only be a 
‘mirage’ as desires have no ceiling and 
chasing them relentlessly can ultimately 
swallow ones own life. 
 

There are no short-cuts to the ills 
plaguing our society.  The old and the young 
have to learn to live together.  The famous 
Poet Laureate of Kannada, Dr. D.V. Gundappa 
(known as DVG) expressed this very 
beautifully in his “Manku Timmana Kagga” – 
Hosa chiguru haley baeru koodiralu mara 
sobagu – meaning the tree (of samsara) will be 
very beautiful only when it has strong old roots 
and new-born shoots.  Modern ideologies 
coupled with traditional values are “Dharma”.  
Elders and the younger are like two faces of a 
coin, distinct yet together; and they should 
learn to live so spreading harmony and 
happiness all around them. 
 
PRAISING OTHERS – WHY WAIT? 

- K.R. Baliga 
 

 It has always intrigued me when 
politicians who had never spoken a kind word 
about an opponent, eulogize that person 
without batting their eyelids, as soon as they 
hear that the other one is dead.  Of course, it is 
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a social nicety and also intended to hog 
exposure on the visual media. 
 
 We have a saying in Konkani – “Mellele 
mhashika dooda  chada” which means that 
one praises the dead buffalo of being a good 
yielder of milk though it did not earn a single 
word of appreciation while alive; on the 
contrary, it was abused for not giving more 
milk! 
 
 Speak no ill of the dead, says 
customary wisdom.  Why?  Firstly, the 
departed person can no longer hear you and 
correct himself or respond.  And more 
importantly, when all his friends and relatives 
are in a sad mood, any “factual” remark you 
may make will hurt their feelings, even if that 
was not your intention.  Whatever bad feelings 
you had, whatever sins the departed had 
committed should be burnt or buried along with 
him. 
 

Yet, it is not acceptable to tell an 
untruth just to please others.  Scriptures say,  
 
Sathyam brooyaat priyam brooyaat 
Na brooyaat sathyam apriyam 
Priyamcha naanritham brooyaat 
Yesha dharma sanaatana 
 
(Speak the truth, but let it be pleasing 
Do not speak the truth which is not pleasing 
But do not speak an untruth just to please 
That is the eternal dharma) 
 
 The French philosopher-writer Voltaire 
tackled a difficult situation very diplomatically 
when asked about a recently dead 
contemporary for who he had little respect.  
Voltaire mentioned the death of that person to 
be an irreparable loss and added “He was a 
humanitarian, a great patriot, a loyal friend – 
provided, of course, that he is really dead.” 
 
 Death is something that is inevitable, 
yet no one wants to talk about it.  Everyone 
fears it most and tries to avoid it as much as 
possible.  When Arjuna wanted to lay down 
arms rather than see his grandfather 
Bheeshma and teacher Drona dead, Krishna 
gives the analogy of how each one of us has 
to give up the present body just as we discard 
torn dresses.  But this truth has not sunk into 
us because like ostriches we have buried ouir 
heads in the sands of our own family ties and 
affairs.  Yudhishtira was asked  by Yaksha 
“What is the most wonderful thing in the 
world?”  Yudhishtira’s answer which pleased 

Yaksha was “Day after day there enter into the 
Temple of Death, countless people.  Even after 
seeing this, the rest of the persons, believe 
themselves to be and behave as though they 
are permanent and immortal.” 
 
 Yet it is not as though we have always 
failed to realize the impermanence of life.  So 
often have we seen and heard of hale and 
hearty persons with no signs of illness etc. 
passing away half way while singing a bhajan, 
or while watching TV news.  It was just 
impossible to   believe that he has breathed 
his last.  And then we add “What is this life?  It 
is like a bubble floating on a river”.  But after 
this brief attack of what is called, smashaana 
vairagya, we revert to business as usual.  
Why?  Life has to go on.  Isn’t it? 
 
 Death is inevitable.  Every one dies, 
one day or another.  But wisdom lies in really 
living when life is still there.  What is living and 
how we should live is another important topic 
that can be dealt with some other time.  But 
suffice to say that the goal of life is not to live 
for ever. The goal is to create some thing that 
will live for ever.  We have all come as guests 
in this world which is a fully equipped Multi-star 
Guest House.  There are two types of guests – 
those who make us happy when they arrive, 
and those who make us happy when they 
leave.  So it is up to us to create, even when 
we live, something that will live for ever and 
benefit others. 
 
 Will it not be too late to mention good 
and kind things about a person after he has 
passed away?  Why not we do so every time 
we meet some one and express our good 
sentiments, remember all the good things they 
did and how dear they are to us?  A poet 
expressed this idea so beautifully in the 
following lines: 
 
I would rather have a rosebud, a tribute of 

today 
Than the richest laurels when I have passed 

away. 
I would rather have a kindly smile from hearts 

ever true 
Than tears around my lifeless form when earth 

I’ve bade adieu. 
    I would rather have the kindest word that can 

be said to me 
Than flattery when my heart be still and life 

has ceased to be. 
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INCREDIBLE  BUT  TRUE 

   - Dr. (Mrs.) Vidya Nayak 
 

Among Hindus, for husband and wife to 
live together and what is more to die together 
is assumed virtually as an attainment of 
Nirvana. However, only a few blessed couples 
have been fortunate to attain this spiritual 
status. 
 

 We know a couple who lived happily 
together with their children. The husband and 
wife always prayed for family unity till the end. 
On a particular business trip, the husband 
suddenly passed away. When the son heard of 
this unfortunate incident, he immediately set 
out to bring the father’s body home. After 
reaching home, the son broke this sad news to 
the mother. But alas, he was aghast to witness 
that she had already been pronounced dead. 
 

 Of course, there are many couples 
who have died together in road accidents or 
suicides, but these cannot be construed as 
natural. 
 

 We have a neighbour who always 
argued with her husband and selfish as the 
women tend to be, she always wanted to leave 
the earthly abode as a Sumangali. But 
adamant as most men are, he always 
expressed a desire to depart well before his 
wife. He passed away in course of time. The 
ceremonies relating to the last rites 
commenced and when it was the turn of the 
wife to offer the respects to the departed soul, 
there she was in her chair, seating with her 
head drooping- she was later pronounced 
dead. 
 

 Even more amazing was the incident 
of a mother who passed away in the process 
of delivery at the hospital that I was attached 
to. A couple of hours later after her death was 
certified, her body was shifted to the mortuary 
as it was too late in the night. Next morning, 
when the attendant went to claim the body, 
she was sitting there asking for her baby. 
Indeed a case of resurrection! 
 

But what really took my breath was an 
incident in our own family. Two aunts of my 
husband –loving sisters, so bonded to the 
extent that they had persuaded their 
respective spouses to live as a joint family. 
When the elder of the sisters breathed her last, 
the entire family was plunged in deep sorrow. 
After the funeral, the men retired for a siesta. 
Later when one of the brothers went to 

console the other sister, she was there lying in 
deep slumber. Later she was pronounced 
dead.  The two sisters lived and died together 
– a true sisterly act. 
 
One more Incident in our life - truly incredible:  

My friend and I were working in two 
different hospitals in Madurai. We were both 
due to deliver just about a month apart. My 
friend was suffering from high blood pressure 
and had come to Chennai earlier. I was to 
travel later. 
 

But I had a premature delivery in 
Madurai itself. Those were days when cell 
phones had not entered the 
telecommunication net work. When we got 
back from leave, I was amazed to find that 
both of us had delivered on the same day and 
at the same time.  Even more amazing, my 
friend named her son according to his stars, 
and my daughter was named by my brother. 
My friend’s son was called Hemant and our 
sweet daughter was christened as Hema. 
 

Truly incredible indeed! 
 

MY FATHER 
-Abhishek Shenoy, Bangalore 

. 
Tall, proud, ready to face anything; 
Patient enough,  
to teach me, the ways of the world. 
My dad; when I was four. 
 
Active and enthusiastic, trying very hard, 
to inspire, the athlete in me. 
Encouraging me, if I failed. 
My dad; when I was eight. 
 
The teacher, rushing home after work. 
Sacrificing rest, to guide my mind and my 
efforts. 
So that I strive to excel. 
My dad; when I was twelve. 
 
MY FATHER – the creator, the preserver and 
the destroyer. 
His magical words create  confidence, 
preserve values and destroy fears. 
 
His creativity, enthusiasm and sincerity in any 
task big or small, 
will be my inspiration in the years to come. 
 
Compared to his journey in life,  
mine, so far, is nothing but a step. 
I know he wants me to work hard, to challenge 
and to succeed.  
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He wants this, not with his efforts but with 
mine. 
Now, I am seventeen, proud to be the person 
that I am. 
But most of all: proud of my father! 
 
I am, today, standing at the crossroads of my 
life, about to take the road that will lead me 
ahead, looking up to my father who has been 
an inspiration to me all along and will continue 
to be so in the years to come. 
             

THE  TEN  FUNDAS 
- V. R. Shenoy, Bangalore 

 
‘The Ten Fundas’ are to develop one’s ‘Animal’ 
instincts to deal with the BULLS and the 
BEARS in a volatile stock market. 
 
On Risk and Worry: ‘If you do not worry you 
are not risking enough’ 
 
Adventure and risk make life worth living. 
Worry about your risk and you can manage it 
better. 
 
On Greed:  - ‘Always take profit early’ 
 
Do not stretch your luck. Work on goals and 
once achieved, get out. 
 
On Hope: ‘ When the ship starts to sink ,do 
not pray, just jump out’ 
 
Learn to accept a loss. When markets start 
falling, sell, take your money and run. 
 
On Forecasts: ‘Distrust anyone who claims 
to know the future’ 
 
Let the tarot card readers and financial 
analysts make a living. But you go by your 
intuition, goals and plans. 
 
On Patterns: ‘Chaos is not dangerous until it 
begins to look orderly’ 
 
The world of money is one of pattern-less 
disorder and utter chaos. A formula that 
ignores one’s own intuition cannot be trusted. 
 
On Mobility: ‘Stay away from getting pulled 
down by roots. They impede motion’ 
 
Do not develop emotional attachments to your 
investments. Love YOUR MONEY and not the 
company. 

On Intuitions:  ‘A hunch can be trusted, if it 
can be explained’ 
 
When a hunch hits you, try to locate data in 
your mind for any familiarity. Then only should 
you act on it. 
 
On Optimism and Confidence: ‘Optimism is 
expecting the best; Confidence is being 
prepared for the worst’ 
 
Confidence comes from knowing how you will 
handle the worst. Optimism can give one a 
false sense of feeling good. 
 
On Consensus: ‘Disregard the majority 
opinion. It is probably wrong’ 
 
It is likely that truth can be found out by a few, 
rather than by many. 
 
On Stubbornness ‘If it does not pay off the 
first time, forget it’ 
 
If at first you do not succeed, try try again – 
this is good advice only for spiders and kings. 
 
 

FIBRE –THE  WONDER  FOOD 
FOR  DIABETES 

              - P. Shenoy 
 

Sad but true - India is soon set to gain 
the dubious distinction of becoming the 
Diabetes capital of the world as the cases are 
escalating in numbers.  The more alarming 
news is that there are a lot more persons in 
younger age groups becoming diabetic. 
 

Diabetes need not be a death sentence 
if one makes lifestyle changes that will 
definitely  prove beneficial in the long run. 
 

“Eat smart - Eat right” scream the 
dieticians of today and that is exactly what one 
needs to do if diagnosed with Diabetes. Fibre- 
rich foods like fruits, vegetables and whole 
grains which provide vitamins and minerals 
should be included in the daily diet. Fibre is 
that part of plant- based foods which are 
nearly indigestible. Two types of fibre work in 
ways that can  benefit people with this ailment 
Insoluble fibre is roughage such as peels of 
fruits and veggies that pass through the 
digestive system intact, softening and adding 
bulk to stool and cleaning the digestive tract. 
This fibre is an excellent treatment for obesity 
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as the food passes very slowly and makes you 
feel full and eat less.  
 

Soluble fibre is found in green veggies, 
oats, rice bran and barley. It traps substances 
related to Cholesterol and delays the 
absorption of Glucose by the small intestines 
thus reducing the incidence of post-meal blood 
glucose spikes and consequently the risk of  
heart attack. 
 

Another parameter, a diabetic should 
look into is to consume foods which are low in 
Glycemic index (GI) which actually measures 
the effect a particular food article has on blood 
Glucose levels. Research has proved that high 
fibre content and low GI foods improve one’s 
Cholesterol profile and blood Glucose levels. 
 

A prescribed diet, stress management 
and regular exercises are the magic mantra 
which a diabetic would do well to follow for 
leading a normal, active and healthy life. 
 
 

 ON  HAVING  A  HAIRCUT 
 - K.P. Ramesh Rao, Bangalore 

 
In the earlier years of my service, which 

started from Chennai (Madras in those days) I 
was transferred to a few other places.  In 
between, I had a short stint abroad (USA) for 
training for a few months.  I returned to 
Chennai after living outside for ten years.  I 
was wonderstruck by the changes in Chennai 
and its rapid progress. 
 

One fine morning, I walked to my 
favourite saloon for a much needed haircut.  I 
could not locate it but found a textile shop in its 
place, where I made enquiries.  The proprietor 
of the shop informed me that many saloons 
had closed down for want of business with the 
advent of the long hair cult.  However, he also 
added that lately a posh new saloon by the 
name RAVANA SALOON had opened up in 
the vicinity and directed me towards it. The 
very name RAVANA for a posh new saloon 
appeared unusual and did scare me a bit as I 
felt I may be charged ten times the usual rates.  
I decided to risk it and entered the saloon to be 
greeted politely by the owner who conducted 
me to a vacant seat and instructed a smartly 
liveried attendant to take over.  The attendant 
welcomed me and took a long hard look at my 
head as I sat down – as I could make out from 
the reflected image in the mirror in front of me.  
I became a little nervous and wondered if he 

had ‘X-Ray’ eyes in which case he could be 
able to see right through my head (fortunately 
for me, no one had attempted this so far!).  Yet 
I held on to my seat as I didn’t want to be 
cowed down by a hairdresser whose services I 
was hiring! 
 

Satisfied with his examination, the 
hairdresser asked if I was new to Chennai.       
I explained that I had been born and bred in 
Chennai but had been away for the past ten 
years.  He remarked that my previous 
hairdressers had made a mess of my hair.  
Therefore, he had to undo most of it and start 
afresh, which would involve a lot of effort on 
his part and would take some time.  Fearing 
the cost of such an operation, I made a move 
to get up from my seat.  Seeing my reaction, 
he quickly reassured me that there would be 
no extra charges and the normal displayed 
rates would apply.  I relaxed, though the 
‘normal’ rates were high enough! 
 

The hairdresser asked the usual 
questions – whether I would like a long hair 
style or a short one etc. I opted for a medium 
one.  In a similar incident in the USA, a lady 
hairdresser had baffled me by asking ‘soft or 
hard’ ?.  I had recovered quickly and asked 
what she would recommend. She said ‘soft’ 
would do and I readily accepted.  I realized 
later that ‘soft’ meant the use of soft clippers 
and ‘hard’ meant hard clippers!   
 

The hairdresser completed the job and 
enquired if I wanted a shave, shampoo or 
massage.  I declined and left after paying him 
the normal charge.  I also gave him a fiver as a 
tip (which I thought was higher than normal) 
and darted out of the saloon, eager to avoid a 
fight, if any, about the tip.  I felt relieved, for in 
USA, I had paid US $12 for the same service 
plus a tip of US $ 2.  Converted into Rupees, it 
would be 10 times more costly than what I had 
paid for the haircut in Chennai. 
 

After returning home, I found my wife 
ready to serve me with a cup of hot coffee.  I 
narrated to her in detail what happened at the 
saloon and concluded that it is not the same  
old Chennai anymore.  Everything had 
become costly.  Even the hairdresser did not 
seem satisfied with a Rs.5 tip and omitted to 
thank me for it.  (Of course, it was a different 
matter that I hadn’t given him time to react 
before darting out of the saloon!).  My wife 
heard me out patiently and enquired in a low 
voice, how much I had tipped the lady 
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hairdresser in USA.  I replied ‘hardly $ 2’ and 
then the fight started! 
 

Nature has since taken care of this 
problem by ensuring that I do not need 
haircuts anymore, thanks to my shiny pate! 
 
 
TIME  TO  WELCOME  THE  LIGHT 

(Excerpts from the Diwali message from  
Sri Sri Ravishankar) 

 - P.R. Shenoy 
 

Diwali the festival of lights is lighting the 
lamp of love in one’s heart; the lamp of 
abundance in one’s home; the lamp of 
compassion to serve others; and the lamp of 
knowledge to dispel darkness. The festival 
celebrates the victory of good over evil, light 
over darkness and knowledge over ignorance. 
  
 

We celebrate by bursting firecrackers, 
performing puja and lighting lamps. It is only 
through lights that the beauty of this world can 
revealed and experienced. Lights are lit not 
just to decorate homes, but also to 
communicate a profound truth about life. 
Darkness represents ignorance. Light dispels 
darkness. When the darkness within is 
dispelled with the light of wisdom, the good 
wins over evil. A lit Diya symbolizes 
destruction of negative forces like greed, lust, 
fear, violence, injustice and wickedness, 
through knowledge. It is the celebration of the 
triumph of truth and love over ignorance. 
 

The destruction of Narakasura 
symbolizes this victory. King Naraka had been 
granted a boon that he could be destroyed 
only by a woman. Lord Krishna’s wife 
Satyabhama was the one to destroy him. 
Satya means truth and Bhama means the 
beloved. Also it was on this day that Lord 
Rama returned to Ayodhya, his kingdom, after 
victory over Ravan, the demon King. Ayodhya 
means that which cannot be destroyed, that is, 
life. Ram means the atma (the self). When self 
rules in life, the knowledge lights up. But when 
the spirit is awakened in life, Diwali happens. 
 

If one aspect of our life is in darkness, 
there can be no complete expression. That’s 
why rows of lights are lit to remind us that 
every aspect of life needs attention .Please 
extend it to every member of society. 
 

The ceremony of Puja imitates what 
nature is already doing for us. In Puja, one 

offers everything back to the Divine. Puja is 
feeling grateful for all that the Divine has 
bestowed upon us. Flowers are offered in a 
Puja. The flower is a symbol of love. We have 
been graced by the Divine through many 
forms: mother, father, wife, husband, children, 
friends. Fruits are offered, because the Divine  
offers us fruits in due season. We offer grain 
because nature offers us food. Another 
profound symbolism is wrapped in the fire 
crackers. In life, we often explode like crackers 
with our pent up emotions, frustrations and 
anger. So, when we burst a cracker,  
symbolically we let go the suppressed 
emotions.  
 

Diwali is an occasion to unite society in 
wisdom, joy and celebration. Diwali reinforces 
the message that we all belong to one Divine, 
one world and one family! 
 
NEW  FINANCIAL  DEFINITIONS! 

  
1. Banker : A fellow who lends you his 
umbrella when the sun is shining and wants it 
back the minute it rains. 
 
2. Lawyer : A learned gentleman who rescues 
your estate from your enemies and keeps it for 
himself 
  
3. Consultant : A person who borrows your 
watch to tell you the time and then walks off 
with your watch. 
 
4. Tax payer : One who does not have to pass 
a civil service exam to work for the government 
 
5. Economist : A person who knows more 
about money than the people who have it. 
 
6. Optimist:  A person who keeps the engine 
of his car running while his wife is shopping. 
 
7. Miser:  A person who lives poor so that he 
can die rich. 
 
8. Rich Man : Nothing but a poor man with 
money. 
 
9. Advertising : The art of convincing people to 
spend money they don’t have for something 
they don’t need. 
 
10. Advertisement : The most truthful part of 
the newspaper. 
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11. Insurance Company : Heads we win, tail 
you lose. 
 
12. Life Insurance : A plan that keeps you 
poor all your life so that you can die rich. 
 
13.  Budget : A method of worrying before you 
spend money, as well as afterwards. 
 
14. Prices:  The only thing which violates the 
law of gravity. 
 
15. Inflation : Cutting money in half without 
damaging the paper. 
 
16. Competition : When someone earns 
money not to make himself rich but to make 
his neighbours and rivals less rich. 
 
17. Capitalism:  Man exploiting man, as 
compared with socialism, which is the reverse. 
 
18. Old age : Age when thoughts turn from 
passion to pension. 
     
 PICTURESQUE   KONKANI 
 
Addi shikkilo haadda toi khaattaa : One who 
is a new convert is too fanatical in his outlook 
and spares no feelings in his acts. 
 
Avsooka Cherdun jada nai, vaallika phala 
jada nai : We are quite accustomed to our own 
circumstances – good or bad – and it is no 
problem to bear those. 
 
Aanga sarva puthali, kanu maatra pithali : 
The man may impress you as a good person, 
but still all this is of no use if he lends his ears 
to gossiping.  All that glitters is not gold. 
 
Aambo godu mhonu aambulika ghaasu 
marchove? : Just because a person is good, it 
does not necessarily mean that whatever he 
does is good. 
 
Ingalo dhuliaari dhavo jaathve? :  You cannot 
remove the natural qualities however hard you 
try.  Can you wash charcoal to make it white?  
A leopard cannot change its spots. 
 
Ujjaalaaggi thampsaani maaglyaavari :  You 
can never get from any thing other than its 
natural quality.  Can you expect a miser to be 
generous? 
Edraa saasama vochaa najja, maakshi 
hasthi gelyaari gothna:   Refer to a penny-

wise and pound-foolish person who is 
immersed in trivialities. 
 
Eka ullailyaari une, doni ullalyaari chada : 
Refers to an over-sensitive person and the 
need for weighing one’s words while dealing 
with him. 
 
Kaanu vindthalyaana vindlyaari dooki nan : 
Any job has to be done by the right person 
having the necessary skill. 
 
Kunkdaa maankada kelya vari : Exaggerating 
any thing beyond any recognition or 
semblance. 
 
Pikkalen paana padthaana, tharnen paana 
haasthaa : Refers to persons who smugly 
remain content when others suffer oblivious to 
the fact that they too will have to meet the 
same fate one day. 
 
Maathen sakala paayu vairi kelyaa vari :  
Putting something topsy-turvy.  Also refers to 
taking a lot of trouble to get things done. 
 
Raddyaa mukari sangeet kacheri :  English 
equivalent to casting pearl before the swine.  
“Maankdaaka maanikya dille vari”, also has the 
same meaning. 
 
Lajjeka gelyaari pejjeka vaata nan : If you are 
too squeamish and hesitant you will not be 
able to get anything done. 
 
Reena ghethilyaa pashi reena dillelyaka 
udgaasu chad u: The one who has lent money 
has a better memory than the one who has 
borrowed.   
                                
 
 

CLOSE ENCOUNTER  
IN A SAFARI PARK 

                                                   -P.K. Shenoy 
 

We all have faced and admired a lion, 
of course, from a safe distance, firmly caged; 
or perhaps in a circus where the lions are 
inside a ring and under the full control of the 
Ring Master. 
 

During my five visits to Kenya, I had 
occasion to visit a number of Safari Parks and 
enjoy the sight of lions in the wild. What I am 
now going to narrate is about a face to face 
encounter with a lone lioness in the wild. 
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Apart from the large number of public 

parks, Kenya has few other parks which are 
privately operated. One of them goes by the 
name of “Sweet Waters Camp”. I consider this 
park unique in many ways. Apart from being 
privately operated, the accommodation here is 
provided in tents. These tents are self 
contained having double beds and well 
maintained toilet facilities besides hot and cold 
showers. There are however permanent 
structures constructed in the vicinity for 
recreation and dining. All this accommodation 
is well-cordoned off with an electric fence from 
a safety point of view, denying access to the 
wild life. 
 

My son had booked there for a week 
end stay and we drove down from the capital 
city of Nairobi. We reached the place early 
evening. After a few hours of rest, we had a 
nice dinner and moved in to the tents for a 
good night’s rest. 
 

Early next morning, we all woke up to a 
bright sunny day. After a sumptuous breakfast, 
we were all ready and excited, looking ahead 
to a day of engagements. We had to drive 
around the place in an hired open Jeep and 
enjoy the wild life. My son was driving and I 
was in the front seat with rest of the family 
occupying the back seat. 
 

The vehicle had to move at a slow pace 
as the track was narrow and rough. The slow 
pace facilitated the view of the wild animals in 
their natural habitat. While we were all looking 
out and enjoying the sights, the poor driver 
had to keep his concentration on the driving. 
All of a sudden, I realized the vehicle coming 
to a grinding halt. While all of us were watching 
the happening in a daze, the kids had already 
sensed a problem ahead and excitedly 
shouted ‘Lion, Lion’. Sensing the danger 
ahead, they had to be virtually ordered to tone 
down their voice. 
 

A real wonderful sight lay ahead. 
Across the road and about 25 feet ahead there 
was a lioness languidly lying, totally oblivious 
of our presence. She seemed to have not at all 
been disturbed by the engine sound. We 
waited for a few minutes, silently watching to 
see whether she would make a move. When 
we realized that she had no such intention, my 
son sounded a short beep. We were aghast 
with the reaction. The lioness stood to her full 
height and sounded a short growl as if to warn 
us .She then turned around and a made a 
deliberate move towards us. Taking note of her 

perceivably hostile intentions, my son quickly 
shifted on to the reverse gear and drove as 
fast as his skills could manage. After clearing a 
distance of about a KM on the reverse, he 
found a convenient place to turn the car and 
beat a full retreat. 
 

Even though it is nearly two decades 
since the incident occurred, I can still visualize 
the ferocious scene which I have done my best 
to recapitulate and narrate. While it could have 
led to a dangerous confrontation, my son’s 
presence of mind helped to avert such an 
incident. I must add that it was indeed an 
experience to have enjoyed such a close 
encounter with the queen of the beasts! I can 
still visualize those fiery yet admirable eyes 
staring at us with nonchalance. 
 

SGS Charitable Trust 
 

The Old Age Home run by the Trust 
has 11 residents now and the Trust provides 
them all facilities such as food, clothing and 
medical care. The residents being old and sick 
the need for a person with medical background 
to manage the day – to – day affairs was felt. 
We are happy that Mr. S. A. Pai has come 
forward to be the Manager of the Old age 
Home from October 2009. 
 

The First Floor Hall of the Trust has 
become a lovely place for conducting small 
functions for a gathering of about 300 persons. 
The car park, the dining hall, etc have added 
to the convenience and value of the Hall. 
Enquiries for booking of the Hall have shown 
an upward trend. We hope that the Income 
from this will steadily rise in the years to come.  
An appeal is made to all the readers of this 
newsletter to come forward and make use of 
this Hall for small functions like Upanayanam, 
Engagements, Birthday Functions, etc. For 
bookings you may contact Mr. S.A. Pai, 
Manager. Mobile No. 9790925584 
 

The Lectures by Mr. K. R. Baliga, Mrs. 
Deepa Shenoy and the Bhajan classes by Mrs. 
Vijayalakshmi R Pai continue. Dr. (Mrs.) 
Shantha Kamath continues her regular visits to 
the Old Age Home. 

 
To seek the blessings of the elders at 

the wedding of his granddaughter Sriranjani on 
11th December 2009, Mr. B. Venkatesh Prabhu 
invited all the residents of the Home, arranging 
for their transport also. A very thoughtful 
gesture which we appreciate and commend. 
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The Trust has received, between April 
and November 2009 sponsorship donations for 
173 days expenses at Rs.1500/- per day. We 
request our readers to come forward and 
donate just Rs.1500/- to celebrate any 
important date in their life and their family 
members such as birthday, wedding day, etc. 
 

Donations to the Trust are eligible for 
Income Tax concession under section 80G. 
Cheques drawn favouring “SGS Sabha 
Charitable Trust” may be sent to the Trust’s 
office at No.55, Habibullah Road, T.Nagar, 
Chennai – 600 017 

 
RANDOM THOUGHTS 

                                                          - D. J. Kamath 
 

A few decades back, some persons 
started mentioning ‘Presents in Blessings 
only’ or ‘No Presents Please’  on wedding 
invitations. This system was started for a 
variety of reasons, which I will not describe 
since most of us are aware of these reasons. 
These days, most wedding invitations follow 
this system. However, it is common to find 
many guests bringing gifts. I have a 
suggestion, which would satisfy all persons 
involved: the hosts should nominate a few 
charitable organizations to which the guests 
can donate amounts of their choice. The 
invitation could state: 

 
We want only your blessings/wishes. 

Hence, if you want to make a material gift 
along with your blessings/wishes, please do 
so in the form of a donation to any one or 
more of the following organizations: 

 
a. SGS Sabha Charitable Trust 
b. Udavum Karangal 
c. Vidya Sagar (earlier known as The Spastics 
Society of India, Chennai) 
d. Schizophrenia Research Foundation (India) 
 

Please make your donation(s) by 
cheque(s), writing your name, address, phone 
number and email id (if available) on the 
reverse of the cheque(s). The cheque(s) could 
be deposited in the box at the entrance to the 
hall, or handed over to the couple while 
wishing/blessing them. We are responsible for 
ensuring that all cheques are handed over to 
the respective organizations. If you wish to 
donate to any organization(s) other than those 
listed above, please make your cheque(s) 
accordingly. 

 
Let us start this system (with changes 

that may make it user-friendlier), and give it 
publicity so that others follow our example. As 
Gandhiji had said, “Be the change you want to 
see in the world.” (This is one of my favourite 
quotations: I tend to use it quite a lot!) 

 
(Please note that the organizations mentioned 
above are only for indicative purposes.) 
 
Editors Note: We reproduce below an extract 
from the Annual Report of the SGS Sabha 
Charitable Trust for 2005-06 which mentions 
one such instance of generosity as 
recommended in this article by Mr. D.J. 
Kamath.  We hope our readers too share this 
sentiment and act on it. 
 

A Noble Gesture 
 

“Sri Govind Baliga son of Sri Gopalkrishna 
Baliga of Mumbai married Smt. Kiriti Mokati in 
Chennai on 17th August 2006.  Sri Govind and 
Smt. Kirti have passed on to our Trust all the 
cash gifts amounting to Rs.68,950 they 
received during the wedding.  A very generous 
and noble gesture worth emulating by all.  Our 
grateful thanks and best wishes for their life-
long prosperity.” 
 

*** 
We Indians have innovative solutions to all 
problems. For example: 
 
PROBLEM: Too much garbage in my house. 
SOLUTION: Throw the garbage from my 
house near my neighbour’s house! 
 
PROBLEM: My pet dog uses my entire house 
as a toilet every morning. 
SOLUTION: Take my pet dog for a morning 
walk: he will mess up the road, not my house! 
 
PROBLEM: I do not want to pay the fine for 
having violated a traffic rule. 
SOLUTION: Give the policeman 10% of the 
fine amount as a bribe! 
 
PROBLEM: The solution to my problem(s) is 
hard work, but I do not want to work hard. 
SOLUTION: Blame Fate, Destiny or God for 
my problems! 
 
Readers are invited to contribute more 
“Innovative Solutions to Problems”. 

*** 
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It is common to hear persons describe 

themselves as “God-fearing”. I am puzzled. 
Why should anybody really fear God? On 
various occasions, when people have 
declared themselves as “God-fearing”, I have 
retorted that I am not “God-fearing” but “God-
loving”, and that is because I have a clean 
conscience, while “God-fearing” persons may 
not! Can any of our “enlightened” readers 
throw light on this matter? 
 

*** 
Another puzzle, though not as 

profound as the previous one: why do medical 
students always carry their ‘Doctor coats’ 
folded on their hands when they are 
commuting? Has nobody invented a bag that 
can be used for carrying ‘Doctor coats’? 
 

*** 
Let me end with a “Shenoymaam joke”: 

One day, Shenoymaam entered the kitchen, 
opened the sugar box, looked inside for 2 
seconds and closed it. His wife observed the 
whole episode. 15 minutes later, he came in 
and did the same thing. His wife asked, “What 
are you doing?” Shenoymaam replied, “Doctor 
told me to check sugar level regularly.” 
 
                                    

EVOLUTION OF KONKANI 
SURNAMES 

                                               
 
Mythologically, we are descendents of 

a clan brought by Lord Parsurama, who 
created the coastal belt of Konkan by throwing 
his axe into the sea.  On this reclaimed land 
mass, he arranged to settle ninety six families 
from ten gothras he had led to  the new land. 
Historically, when the religion was reaching its 
nadir, the king who had learned that highly 
educated and spiritual commune can be found 
in Trihut region (present day Mithila in Bihar), 
he sent his emissary with a request  to loan 
him such persons for uplift of his  subjects. The 
king of Trihut sent ninety-six (is it a 
coincidence?)  families from ten gothras to the 
new land to propagate religion and philosophy. 
These families were settled in two different 
parts of the region. Thirty families were 
grouped in one commune, and sixty-six 
in other. The first commune was known as 
Tiswadys, and the other Shashatis among 
themselves, and the locals used to call them 
as a member of Shanavis. Saha means six 
and Navi means ninety, and our ancestors 
were known as a family of ninety-six. The word 

Sahanavi later became Shenvi, and then to 
modern Shenoy or Shanbhag.    
                                                             
 There exist regions known as Tisuary 
and Salcette(Portuguese pronunciation of 
Shashasti) in Goa. The families from Trihut 
mingled with the locals, taught them and 
imparted knowledge for which they were 
brought, and in return started amassing 
wealth, buying lands, learnt feudalism and 
slowly became owners of village and ruled 
over the locals. They built temples, started 
trading and became one of the locals, but with 
a difference. The difference was the Name.  
The strongest survives or rules over, and our 
ancestors were no different.                              
               
                                                             
            Pai in our language means foot or leg. 
The common person who had not    
amassed wealth or power was known as Pai. 
Their job was menial in maintaining ledgers, 
doing clerical and odd jobs. The promotions 
were    also there and your surname will 
change according to the promotion. The Pai 
who was writing ledgers, were promoted to 
become Shanbhags (clerks), and to other 
titles. A person maintaining statistics was 
called Karni. Land was called Nadu, and the 
person maintaining land records was known as  
Nadkarni, and Kulkarni maintained census, 
and social register.  The main source of 
income was from agriculture, and the person 
experienced in soil mechanics, agro-science 
was called Kamathi. Mathi means soil and 
Kama is work, that is working in soil (Kama + 
Mathi). In Konkani even today we call Kamathi 
not Kamath or Kamat. Cultivation of herbs for 
medicinal purpose was rule of the day. The 
concoction was prepared and dispensed by 
Vaidya, and the herbs were cultivated 
by Kinvis, presently called Kini or Keni.              
                       
                                                                             
          The animals required for tilling, 
transportation and other works were under 
Haya-Gade (actually Horse tenderer), 
modernized to Hegde. The daily requirements 
of every family for survival, presentations, etc 
were responsibility of the Ballo. There is 
another theory that reveals that the foot soldier 
with a spear was called Ballo. The soldier 
Ballo(Baliga) was under the command of 
Nayak.                                            
                                                                             
          The Brahmins from Trihutpura became 
feudal lord, and fancied himself as "The Lord" 
and was called Prabhu. He lived in a palatial 
home called mahal, and the caretaker was 
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known as Mahalyar, presently modernized 
to   Mallya.  The religion was the center of 
attraction, and every hamlet, village, town had 
one or more temples. Poojas were performed 
in every home almost daily. There used be a 
congregation in the temple everyday to listen 
to recitation of puranas or other subjects.         
                                                                                                                               
The poojas in the big temple and its rituals 
were under Acharya, and in small temples 
conducted by Bhat. Every family had exclusive 
priest to perform the rites, and he was the 
family Purohit. Puraniks recited the kathas and 
puranas in the temples. The temples were 
administered by Mahajans and its stores by 
Bhandari. The village godown was also 
under the Bhandari or Bhandarkar.                    
                                                             
          Kudva did fabricating tools and tackles 
(the village blacksmith). Every hamlet had the 
same profession and hence the limited family 
names. To differentiate between two Prabhus 
or Pais, the person started calling himself from 
the particular hamlet or village, such as Gokul 
Shenvi Kakodkar, or Prakash Pai Angle. The 
word 'Kar" means "From" or citizen of. Thus 
kakodkar means person from village Kakod. 
This enabled one to identify the profession and 
the domicile.                                  
       

The forcible conversion launched by 
the Portuguese made people migrate to 
Ratnagiri in North and entire coast in the 
South, and slowly the local influence crept into 
the culture. In Karnataka, the village of refuge 
was used as a prefix to call oneself Padbidri 
Mohandas Prabhu, or Kinnigoli Ramanath 
Kamath, et all. The Kerala civilization induced 
the name of the house or the exact area rather 
than the village, and in some places, the 
present profession was  also added to the 
name. So we have today, Thayyil Muralidhar 
Kamath (Thayyil means tailoring house), or 
Kannaparambil Gopalakrishna Pai    (Parambil 
means garden or farm belonging to Kannan).   
                                                           
          Today these surnames have no link with 
the profession. Mallya owns land, and Kini is a 
soldier; Prabhu works for Kamath, and Pai 
owns the land. The surnames are stuck; even 
though the profession is not. But then what's in 
a name. A rose is a rose is a rose, even if 
called by any other name.   
(Contribution based on matter collected from 
internet.)    

 
 
 
 

     GANESH CHATURTHI 
 
This year’s Ganesh Chaturthi was 

celebrated from 23rd to 27th August 2009.  As 
usual there were poojas, archanas, 
moodganapati sevas etc. on each day.  Those 
present also recited the 108 divine names of 
Lord Ganesha on all the five days.  Sarvajanik 
Rang Pooja was held on the evening of 26th 
August.  There were Bhajans on all evenings 
except on the day of Visarjan. 
 

There was, as usual, Samaradhana 
(lunch) on all five days.  The Sabha thanks  
Mr. R. Radhakrishna Shenoy of RRK Catering 
for the kitchen and dining hall services 
rendered as his Seva to Lord Ganesha this 
year also. 

 
FREE SCHOLARSHIPS 
 

 The Managing Committee has 
increased the quantum of scholarship for 
professional courses like Engineering, Medical 
etc. to Rs.3500 from the academic year 
2009/10.  Free Scholarships for 368 students 
of professional and degree courses amounting 
to Rs.9,28,000 till date have been approved by 
the Managing Committee and the cheques are 
being sent. A few more applications are 
pending scrutiny and total disbursements for 
2009-10 may be over 13 lakhs.   

 
 

WE MISS THEM 
 
Since the publication of the last Newsletter No.34 in 
July 2009 the Sabha has come to know about the 
sad demise of the following members:  
 
J.S. Chandavarkar,Bangalore                04-01-2008 
K. Sarvothaam Hegde, Chennai            11-05-2009                                 
Mrs. Shantha V.Prabhu,Chennai           22-07-2009 
Nikhil D. Kamath, Chennai                     29-09-2009 
K. Rabindranath Pai, Chennai                30-09-2009 
Mrs. Rajeevi Bai, Chennai             30-09-2009 
R.R. Wagle, Pune                                  14-09-2009 
V. Prasant, Chennai                               08-10-2009 
Mrs. M. Shanthi Prabhu, Chennai          28-11-2009 
Mrs. Mahitha Mohan, Chennai               11-12-2009 
Mrs. Vilasini Menon, Chennai                 21-12-2009 
Mrs. Prema M. Mallya, Chennai             24-12-2009 
 
 
The Sabha is grateful to Sri Vasant M. 
Shanbhag, Canara Traders & Printers Pvt. Ltd. 
for printing this issue, free of charge.  He is the 
Joint Secretary of the Sabha. 
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